HyperX CloudX Revolver Gears of War

Brutal action. Intense audio.

HyperX™ CloudX Revolver Gears of War gaming headset, co-designed with Microsoft and The Coalition, features an exclusive gritty, battle-weathered Gears of War custom design that complements the Xbox One S Gears of War 4 Limited Edition 2TB Bundle and Xbox One Gears of War Crimson Omen Limited Edition Wireless Controller. This official Xbox licensed headset has been tested and approved by Microsoft, with additional compatibility for Windows. It has a 3.5mm (4 Pole) plug and 2M PC extension cable and features studio-grade sound stage that lets you hear your opponent more accurately from further away, making it ideal for FPS and open environment gameplay. In-line audio control makes it easy to adjust the volume and mute the microphone right from the cable. For the ultimate in comfort, HyperX CloudX Revolver Gears of War features a genuine leather headband and high-quality, award-winning HyperX memory foam that lets you play for hours. Designed in Germany, its solid steel frame is built for long-lasting durability, and the detachable noise-cancellation microphone results in clearer voice quality and reduced background noise for a better in-game chat experience. It’s certified by TeamSpeak™ and Discord, and compatible with Skype™, Ventrilo, Mumble and RaidCall.

> Exclusive Gears of War custom design
> Official Xbox licensed headset
> Studio-grade sound stage
> In-line audio control
> Genuine leather headband
> Signature HyperX memory foam
> Durable steel frame
> Detachable noise-cancellation microphone

Features/specs on reverse >>
HyperX CloudX Revolver Gears of War

FEATURES/ BENEFITS

> Exclusive Gears of War custom design — Co-designed with Microsoft and The Coalition, the headset complements the Xbox One S Gears of War 4 Limited Edition 2TB Bundle and Xbox One Gears of War Crimson Omen Limited Edition Wireless Controller with bold and aggressive styling that lets Gears of War fans show their pride.

> Official Xbox licensed headset — Tested and approved by Microsoft, HyperX CloudX Revolver Gears of War works with the Xbox Elite wireless controller and other Xbox One controllers with 3.5mm stereo headset jacks. It has a 2M PC extension cable with stereo and mic plugs.

> Studio-grade sound stage — Wider audio range creates depth and width for optimal audio precision and competitive edge; you can hear your opponent’s location more accurately from further away. With a concert hall-like music experience, it’s ideal for FPS and open environment gameplay.

> In-line audio control — Conveniently adjust volume and mute microphone right on the cable, with no need to go into console settings to adjust headset sound.

> Genuine leather headband — Made from high-quality genuine leather, the headband aligns with in-game content.

> Signature HyperX award-winning memory foam — Its higher quality, dense memory foam makes HyperX CloudX Revolver Gears of War ideal for hours of gaming in comfort. Visible from the back of the ear cups, the red foam signifies award-winning HyperX quality.

> Durable steel frame — Designed in Germany, the high-quality, solid-steel frame is built for long-lasting durability and stability.

> Detachable noise-cancellation mic — The removable microphone boom makes it quick and easy to plug in for gaming or unplug to listen to music. It features a flexible design and custom mic positioning.

PART NUMBERS

HX-HSCRXGW-RD

SPECIFICATIONS

Headphone
> Driver Dynamic, 50mm with neodymium magnets
> Type Circumaural, Closed back
> Frequency response 12Hz–28,000 Hz
> Impedance 33 Ω
> Sound pressure level 104.5dBSPL/mW at 1kHz
> T.H.D. ≤ 2%
> Input power Rated 30mW, Maximum 500mW
> Weight 364g
> Weight w/ microphone 380g
> Cable length and type Headset (1.3m) + PC Extension Cable (2m)
> Connection Headset - 3.5mm plug (4 pole) + PC extension cable - 3.5mm stereo and mic plugs

Microphone
> Element Electret condenser microphone
> Polar pattern Uni-directional, Noise-canceling
> Frequency response 50Hz–18,000 Hz
> Sensitivity -40 dBV (0dB=1V/Pa,1kHz)

1 Adapter required for Xbox One controllers with no 3.5mm port (adapter sold separately).